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Abstract
Interfering noise severely degrades the performance of a

speaker verification system. The Parallel Model Combination
(PMC) technique is one of the most efficient techniques for deal-
ing with such noise. Another method is to use features local in the
frequency domain. Recently, Mel-Frequency Discrete Wavelet Co-
efficients (MFDWCs) [1, 2] were proposed as speech features local
in frequency domain. In this paper, we discuss using PMC along
with MFDWCs features to take advantage of both noise compensa-
tion and local features (MFDWCs) to decrease the effect of noise on
speaker verification performance. We evaluate the performance of
MFDWCs using the NIST 1998 speaker recognition and NOISEX-
92 databases for various noise types and noise levels. We also com-
pare the performance of these versus MFCCs and both using PMC
for dealing with additive noise. The experimental results show sig-
nificant performance improvements for MFDWCs versus MFCCs
after compensating the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) using
the PMC technique. The MFDWCs gave 5.24 and 3.23 points per-
formance improvement on average over MFCCs for -6 dB and 0 dB
SNR values, respectively. These correspond to 26.44% and 23.73%
relative reductions in equal error rate (EER), respectively.

1. Introduction
Research on speaker verification [3] has been an active area for
decades. The goal of speaker verification system is to determine
from a voice of sample if a person is whom he or she claims. The
speech can be constrained to be known phrase (text-dependent) or
totaly unconstrained (text-independent). This study is concerned
with the text-independent speaker verification. The GMMs [4] re-
cently have become dominant approach in text-independent speaker
verification. In this paper, speakers were modeled using GMMs.

Real world applications require that speaker verification sys-
tems be robust to interfering noise. The performance of a speech
recognition or speaker verification system drops dramatically when
there is a mismatch between training and testing conditions. Many
different approaches have been studied to decrease the effect of
noise on the performance [5]. One of the most effective and pop-
ular model-based techniques for dealing with noisy speech is Par-
allel Model Combination [6–10]. This technique attempts to esti-
mate matched speech models (noisy speech models) given the clean
speech models and a noise model.

In addition to the method mentioned above, recognition sys-
tems based on features local in the frequency domain, such as
multiband [11–13] and multiresolution [1, 2, 14] techniques, have
received great attention for dealing with noisy speech. In this pa-

per, the speech feature vector will be referred to as local if some
of the coefficients of the vector represent local information in the
frequency domain, even though the other coefficients do not.

Conventional feature extraction methods use the entire fre-
quency band to extract speech features for speech recognition.
However, as pointed out by Fletcher [15] (and reviewed by Allen
in [16]), the Human Speech Recognition (HSR) system works with
partial recognition information across frequencies, probably in the
form of speech features that are local in frequency. Fletcher’s
work [15] led to the subband-based speech recognizer [11, 12].

There are three main motivations for local (in frequency do-
main) feature-based recognizers:

1. Some subbands of the speech spectrum may be inherently
more relevant than others for the task of speech recognition
or speaker verification. Therefore, the contribution of each
subband to the overall recognition decision can be weighted
based on the information that each subband conveys.

2. Transitions between more stationary segments of speech do
not necessarily occur at the same time across the different
frequency bands. The local feature-based approach may
have the potential of relaxing the synchrony inherent in cur-
rent HMM systems.

3. The local features will be affected differently in noisy envi-
ronments. When one frequency band is corrupted by noise,
only a few coefficients will be affected if the coefficients rep-
resent local information; otherwise, the noise will affect all
coefficients. Even if the whole frequency band is corrupted
by noise, the SNR will be different for each subband (each
coefficient). This is the most important property of local fea-
tures. It allows us to weight the contribution of each coeffi-
cient in the global score based on the SNR for each coeffi-
cient.

It is known that the recognizer is optimal [9] if the training and
testing conditions are identical. A practical method for approach-
ing an optimal recognizer for different noise conditions is PMC.
This technique allows for estimating the HMM parameters for new
environments. Since the features are local, the estimated HMM pa-
rameters for the new environment will represent local information.
This is very important because the estimated parameters for a par-
ticular coefficient will be affected only if that particular coefficient
is corrupted by noise. In the previous work [17] the PMC and MFD-
WCs were successfuly used for noise robust speech recognition. In
this paper the PMC technique was implemented along with MFD-
WCs to test MFDWCs performance for noisy conditions on a text-
independent speaker verification task.
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Figure 1: Extraction of the MFCCs and MFDWCs

2. Wavelet transform and MFDWCs
MFDWCs are obtained by applying the DWT to the mel-scaled log-
filterbank energies of a speech frame. The WT uses short basis func-
tions to measure the high frequency content of the signal and long
basis functions to measure the low frequency content of the signal.
This property of the WT makes the WT different from the Short
Time Fourier Transform(STFT) and the Fourier Transform(FT).

A wavelet is a function ψ(t) ∈ L2(R) (space of square-
integrable functions) of zero average and unit norm which satisfies

+∞Z

−∞

ψ(t)dt = 0 (1)

and
‖ψ(t)‖ = 1. (2)

ψ(t) is called mother wavelet. The analysis function of wavelet
transform at scale s and translation u is given by:

ψu,s(t) =
1√
s
ψ(

t − u

s
). (3)

The wavelet transform of a function f(t) ∈ L2(R) at the time u and
scale s is given by:

F (u, s) =

+∞Z

−∞

f(t)
1√
s
ψ∗(

t − u

s
)dt =

+∞Z

−∞

f(t)ψ∗
u,s(t)dt. (4)

where ∗ denotes complex conjugate. Parseval’s theorem states that

F (u, s) =

+∞Z

−∞

f(t)ψ∗
u,s(t)dt =

1

2π

+∞Z

−∞

F (Ω)Ψ∗
u,s(Ω)dΩ (5)

where F (Ω) and Ψu,s(Ω) are Fourier Transforms (FT) of f(t) and
ψu,s(t), respectively. As seen, the transform of the signal depends
on both ψu,s(t) and FT of ψu,s(t). So the locality of f(t) in the
time and frequency domains depends on the spread of ψu,s(t) in
time and frequency, respectively. When the signal is corrupted by
noise local in time and/or in frequency, this noise affects only a few
coefficients if the coefficients represent local information in time
and frequency. Therefore, we can decrease the contribution of noise
corrupted coefficients to the overall recognition score depending on
the SNR for noise corrupted coefficients.

Theoretically, any function with zero mean and finite energy
can be a wavelet. There are many criteria, though, by which to
choose a wavelet. Since we cannot implement a wavelet of infi-
nite duration, we need compactly supported wavelets for practical

applications. Decay of the wavelet in the frequency and time do-
mains is important. We want the wavelet to decay quickly in time
and frequency in order to have good locality in time and frequency.
Filterbank-based wavelets can be implemented efficiently. Since
our signals are of finite length, the wavelet coefficients will have
unwanted large variations at the borders because of the discontinu-
ities at the frame borders. We can use folded wavelets that require
symmetric or anti-symmetric wavelets such as the spline wavelet to
decrease the effect of discontinuities at the borders, or we can use
border wavelets. When considering all the conditions given above,
the options for choosing a wavelet are limited. In addition we use
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) instead of the Continuous
Wavelet Transform since our signal is discrete. Figure 2 shows the
spreads of the basis function of the wavelet (used in this paper) in
the time and frequency domains. We want the spread of the ba-
sis functions to be well concentrated in the time and frequency do-
mains for noise robust speaker verification. For additional informa-
tion about the Wavelet Transform(WT) and implementations of the
WT, interested readers may refer to [18, 19].

Figure 1 illustrates extraction of the MFCCs and MFDWCs.
The first five steps are the same for both as shown in Figure 1. Only
the last step is different in that we take the Discrete Cosine Trans-
form (DCT) of the log-filterbank energies to calculate MFCCs or
the DWT of the log-filterbank energies to calculate MFDWCs. The
first step is to divide the speech signal into blocks using overlapping
smooth windows such as Hammimg, Hanning, etc. The next step
is to take the Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of the win-
dowed signal. Then the square of the DTFT of the windowed signal
is calculated. The outputs of the fourth step are the mel-scaled fil-
terbank energies. The fifth step involves calculating the logarithm
of the mel-scaled filterbank energies.

3. The PMC technique applied with MFCCs
and MFDWCs

The recognition system is optimal when there is no mismatch be-
tween training and testing conditions. The simple solution to get the
optimal recognition system is to retrain the system for the new test
environment. However, it is not practical to retrain the system since
we need the entire training data for the new environment. Even if
we have the training data for the new environment, it is a very time
consuming process to retrain the system.

The PMC [6–9] technique was proposed by Gales and Young
to deal with new testing conditions by estimating the noisy speech
model using clean speech and noise models. The PMC technique is
very effective and less time consuming compared to retraining the
system using the training data for the new environment.
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Figure 2: The spreads of the basis functions of wavelet in the time
and frequency domains.

There are three approaches in PMC techniques to estimate the
noisy speech parameters: numerical integration [8], a data-driven
approach [20], and log-normal approximation [6]. Since practical
implementation requires less computation, we chose the log normal
approximation approach which demands the least computation. The
details of the log-normal approximation approach for the MFCCs
can be found in [6]. The PMC technique was originally developed
for the MFCCs, but it can easily be adopted for the MFDWCs, since
the only difference between the MFCCs and MFDWCs is the linear
transformation as shown in Figure 1 (discrete cosine transform for
the MFCCs and discrete wavelet transform for the MFDWCs). The
PMC technique can be applied to the MFDWCs in a similar way
that it is applied to the MFCCs. There is little difference between
applying the PMC technique to the MFDWCs and MFCCS. DCT
and inverse DCT are used when aplying the PMC to the MFCCs.
On the other hand, DWT and inverse DWT are used when aplying
the PMC to the MFDWCs.

When the noise is stationary, a single state noise model with
one mixture may be sufficient to model the noise. When the noise
is not stationary, partially stationary (each stationary part may be
represented by a mixture), or may not be represented by one mix-
ture component, it may be necessary to use multiple mixtures [21]
for the noise model. For example, in the NOISEX-92 database the
single mixture model may be enough for speech noise, F16 noise
and the Lynx helicopter noise. However, more mixtures are needed
to satisfactorily model STITEL and factory noises since they are
not stationary, partly stationary, or periodic. STITEL noise is a pe-
riodic noise. which may be better modeled by multi-state noise
model [7]. However, a multi-state noise model can be approximated
with a single-state multiple mixture noise model. In this paper, the
noise was modeled by a single state with one mixture component
since only stationary noises were used for the experiments. It is
common practice to use delta coefficients to achieve better perfor-
mance. Therefore, we also estimated the delta coefficients [22, 23]
using the PMC technique.

4. Experimental Setup and Results
We used the NIST 1998 speaker recognition [24] and NOISEX-
92 [25] databases to evaluate and compare the performance of
MFDWCs and MFCCs utilizing the PMC technique on a speaker
verification task. The NIST 1998 speaker recognition database con-
tains conversational telephone speech signals of 250 male and 250
female speakers sampled at 8 kHz. Only the training and test data
of male speakers were used in the experiments. There are three
training conditions: one session, two-session, and two-session-full.
Two-session full training data were used in the experiments. For
each speaker, there are 5 training files with one minute speech in
each taken from two different conversations collected from the same
phone number for the two-session-full training condition. There are
three different test conditions: test segment duration, same/different
phone number, and same/different handset type. Only the test data

with 30 seconds durations collected from the same phone number
using the same handset type were used in the experiments. There
are 1308 such speech files for testing in the database. For each test
file, there are one trail for the target speaker and nine trails for non-
target speakers. Thus, the total number of trails is 13080.

Noise signals from NOISEX-92 database were downsampled
from 16 kHz to 8 kHz to have the same sampling rate with the NIST
1998 speaker recognition database. Then F16, Speech, and Lynx
noisese were artificially added to the test speech signals (the NIST
1998 speaker recognition database) at SNR levels of -6, 0, 6, 12 dB
to obtain noisy speech data.

The speech signal was analyzed with a 32 ms hamming win-
dow every 10 ms. The FFT of each frame was used to calculate the
power spectrum of the signal. For the computation of mel-scaled
log filterbank energies, 26 triangular mel-scaled band-pass filters
were designed. The mel-scaled log filterbank energies were inter-
polated to have 33 mel-scaled log filterbank energies. The folded
DWT requires [18] the input vector size to be 2N + 1 where N is
an integer. In our case 2N + 1 = 33 . MFCCs were computed
by taking the DCT of mel-scaled log filterbank energies. The first
sixteen of the MFCCs as well as the zeroth coefficient were used.
Our previous experimental results [1, 2] using the TIMIT database
have shown that symmetric wavelets give better results than anti-
symmetric wavelets. Therefore, a symmetric wavelet was used in
this paper. The wavelet used is shown in Figure 2. MFDWCs were
computed using the filters associated with wavelet shown in Fig-
ure 2 [26]. Eight coefficients at scale four, four coefficients at scale
eight, two coefficients at scale sixteen, and one coefficient at scale
thirty two and the zeroth coefficient were used. The total number
of static coefficients is therefore seventeen. All feature vectors also
include delta coefficients.

Each speaker was modeled with a 64 component GMM. The
background model was also modeled with a 64 component GMM
and trained with all speaker’s training data. The silence model is a
one-state continuous density HMM. The HTK toolkit [27] was used
for training and testing. We conducted a series of experiments under
different noise conditions, different noise levels using MFCCs and
MFDWCs utilizing the PMC technique.

Table 1 shows EERs for 3 different stationary noise condi-
tions, 4 noise levels using MFCCs and MFDWCs. MFDWCs and
MFCCs yielded approximately the same EER for clean speech
while the MFDWCs dramatically improved the performance for all
noise types and noise levels. The average EERs of the MFCCs
and MFDWCs for each noise level are included for an overview
of the improvements. The seventh row of Table 1 shows average
improvements of MFDWCs over MFCCs, and the last row shows
% reduction in EERs. MFDWCs yielded 2.57, 5.87, 7.92 and 6.29
points improvement in average over MFCCs for -6, 0, 6, and 12 dB
noises, respectively. These correspond to 6.84%, 20.16%, 36.87%
and 38.33% error reductions, respectively.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated use of PMC technique with MFDWCs
and MFCCs for text-independent noise robust speaker verification.
The PMC technique was applied to the local features (MFDWCs)
to take advantage of both noise compensation and local feature for
noise robust speaker verification. It was shown that the MFDWCs
give better performance than the MFCCs for speaker verification
in adverse environments when they are used in conjuction with the
PMC technique. The experimental results suggest that conveying
local information could be the reason the MFDWCs yielded better
results than MFCCs.
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Table 1: Equal eror rates for the MFCCs and MFDWCs that both of them utilizing the PMC technique.
Noise Type MFCCs MFDWCs

-6 dB 0 dB 6 dB 12 dB Clean -6 dB 0 dB 6 dB 12 dB Clean

Speech 19.73 15.06 11.62 9.10 5.89 15.44 11.31 8.49 6.80 5.58
Lynx 16.28 12.31 9.25 7.95 5.89 14.22 9.79 7.19 6.35 5.58
STITEL 21.48 13.23 9.63 7.49 5.89 12.54 9.40 7.80 6.65 5.58
F16 21.79 13.84 9.63 8.41 5.89 16.13 11.01 8.41 6.73 5.58
Average 19.82 13.61 10.03 8.24 5.89 14.58 10.38 7.97 6.63 5.58
Improvement 5.24 3.23 2.06 1.61 0.31
% Reduction in EER 26.44% 23.73% 20.54% 19.54% 5.26%
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